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Climate Change Biologist Joins NCSE

[3]

Minda Berbeco joins NCSE's new climate change initiative
Biologist Minda Berbeco joins NCSE to expand its climate change education initiative. [4]
Berbeco comes to NCSE from UC Davis, where she was a post-doctoral scholar conducting research on
climate change and agriculture. An expert on the carbon cycle and climate change, she has taught,
written, and presented talks on the eﬀects of climate change on forests and carbon and nitrogen cycling.
Berbeco brings to NCSE a knowledge of climate change policy, greenhouse gas emissions and mitigation
in agriculture and forests, and related topics.

"I have long respected NCSE's defense of evolution education and I am thrilled that the organization has
taken up climate change" says Berbeco. "I'm even more thrilled to be part of NCSE's new climate change
team."
From droughts to rising sea levels, climate change will have global eﬀects. "Ignoring the science won't
change the realities of climate change", says Berbeco. "We need a fully informed public—especially
students, teachers, journalists, politicians—who have a solid grounding in climate science basics".

Berbeco's expertise as a scientist, teacher, and science communicator will help NCSE tackle the
challenges facing climate change education.
Links:
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Video: "An NCSE for Climate Change?" [7]
CONTACT: Robert Luhn, Director of Communications, NCSE, 510-601-7203, luhn@ncse.com [8]
Web site: www.ncse.com/climate [9]
The National Center for Science Education (NCSE) is a not-for-proﬁt membership organization that
defends the teaching of evolution and climate change in the public schools. The NCSE provides
information, resources, and advice to schools, teachers, parents, and concerned citizens defending
science education. We educate the press and public about the scientiﬁc, educational, and legal aspects
of these issues at local, state, and national levels. Our 4500 members are scientists, teachers, clergy,
and citizens with diverse religious aﬃliations.
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